Fully tuneable stochastic resonance in cutaneous receptors.
Stochastic resonance describes a phenomenon whereby the addition of "noise" to the input of a nonlinear system can improve sensitivity. "Fully tuneable stochastic resonance" is a particular form of the phenomenon that requires the matching of two time scales: one being that of the subthreshold periodic stimulus of the system and the other being the noise-induced response of the system. First proposed in 1981, stochastic resonance has been reported in a wide range of biological systems; however, conclusive experimental evidence for fully tuneable stochastic resonance in biological systems is limited. Evidence of fully tuneable stochastic resonance in the response of slowly adapting type I mechanoreceptors in the toad is presented. The results are extended to include the first evidence supporting fully tuneable stochastic resonance in psychophysical experiments, namely tactile detection thresholds, indicating that the human CNS is capable of accessing the improved information available via fully tuneable stochastic resonance.